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Menswear Alterations All prices are “from”

Casual or Jeans Hem £10

Blind Hem trousers / hem trousers with kick tape                       £12/£14

Taper and hem trousers £26

Take in or let out trousers centre back seam £12

Take in Jeans Center Back Seam £20

Take in back seam on jacket              £18 per seam

Shorten jacket sleeves without buttons £20

Shorten sleeves with buttons and vent £38/£40

Shorten coat or jacket without vent/ with vent                       £30/£36

Shorten shirt sleeves/ shorten sleeves and move  cuff £14/£24

Sew on buttons £1.50 each

Patch hole in jeans £10

Mend hole in jumper £10

Womenswear Alterations All prices are “from”                                           

Hem skirt / hem skirt with lining / hem skirt with lining and vent              £10/ £18/ £26

Taper skirt at hip / taper skirt at hip to hem (replace hem)                       £16/£26

Topstitched Trouser Hem/ Blind Trouser Hem                       £10/£12

Hem stretchy fabric trousers with double needle finish £12

Take in trousers with waistband and belt loops £20

Hem shirt / hem T shirt with double needle finish / curved hem                £10/£12/£16

Add darts to shirt £12
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Zip Replacement

Replace zip in  trousers/jeans £16/£20

Replace zip in hoodie From £20

Replace zip in jacket or coat From £35

Bridesmaids and Prom Dresses

Hem Formal Dress               £15 per layer

Hem Pleated Layer £30

Hem Sequin Dress                          Quote

Take in at sides                     From £35

Adjust straps                      From£10

Curtain Alterations and Soft Furnishings

Hem unlined curtains (price is per metre and half, wider curtains will cost more) £15

Hem lined curtains (price is per metre and half, wider curtains will cost more) £25

Hem lined and interlined curtains (price is per metre and a half, wider curtains 
will cost more) 

From £35

Make a throw pillow with concealed zip £20

Make a throw pillow with concealed zip and piping £35


